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The NetFoundry platform is a software-only connectivity solution that 
enables our customers and partners to instantly spin up secure, performant, 
application-specific, zero trust networks called AppWANs to connect cloud 
environments with public Internet reach and scale. AppWANs are created 
and managed using secure, developer-friendly web-based orchestration tools 
and APIs tailored to fit within application development and operation life 
cycles.

The components within the NetFoundry orchestration console were designed 
to make building and augmenting AppWANs between cloud providers easy 
and seamless. Our virtual gateways, which connect AppWANs to cloud 
instances, come pre-built to integrate quickly and seamlessly with popular 
providers such as AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, IBM Cloud, 
Oracle, and others. They are also available as VMIs for ESXi 5.0 or greater 
for more custom deployments. NetFoundry Gateways are cloud-native, 
deployable as virtual machines or containers.

With NetFoundry, there is no need for complex routing and configuration or 
hardware. NetFoundry’s platform brings flexibility and agility to networking, 
with the ability to make changes on-the-fly, establish policies driven by 
identity, context, and application need, as well as easily interconnect many 
virtual networks within cloud providers as an alternative to transitive routing.

Key Benefits

• On-Demand networking as 
agile as the applications and IT 
functions it serves

• Faster configuration changes 
and updates

• Hardware and service provider 
agnostic

• Lower operational cost

• Ideal for DevOps

• Unmatched control & security 
with software-defined perimeter 
(SDP) & zero trust

• Enables secure networking 
across branches, clouds, and 
SaaS providers

• Untether networking from 
underlying infrastructure 
with networks that can be 
programmed to be fit for 
purpose

• Networks driven by the 
identities, contexts, & needs of 
each app and set of IAM policies 

• Available in AWS & Azure 
marketplaces

CONNECT TO ANY COMBINATION OF PUBLIC, 
PRIVATE, & HYBRID CLOUDS WITH UNMATCHED 
SIMPLICITY

MULTI-CLOUD 
MADE EASY

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR NETWORK
NetFoundry delivers power and simplicity through 
infrastructure abstraction. We put total control of 
the network in your hands. You can rise above the 
infrastructure and elevate your network across multiple 
cloud providers while simplifying and future-proofing 
your application development, security, & connectivity 
strategies.
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UNLEASH THE POWER OF MULTI-CLOUD

NetFoundry Multi-Cloud Topology Connecting AWS & Azure

NetFoundry uses patented quality of experience (QoE) optimizing algorithms to pick the best paths across NetFoundry’s global 
Internet overlay fabric, built across multiple provider networks. Traditional VPNs rely on the performance of the public Internet, which 
is best effort by definition. For example, border gateway protocol (BGP) is very tolerant of packet loss and latency, while transmission 
control protocol (TCP), which underlies most Internet data, suffers from problems which constrain performance, particularly when 
there is material latency or packet loss. NetFoundry overcomes this issue by proxying TCP, substituting a performant method over 
UDP with reliable delivery mechanisms, which dramatically outperforms traditional single-path VPNs in terms of throughput and 
latency.

Furthermore, each AppWAN is fortified by a multi-dimensional, zero trust architecture, which isolates and protects data flows, 
resulting in a private, dark network, micro-segmented by application. In an ecosystem defined by AppWANs, security and compliance 
needs are defined by application, rather than the combination of application, network, and security infrastructure. In addition, micro-
segmentation allows administrators to constrain connectivity to specific IP address or subnets between different clouds.

Abstraction means power and simplicity. We put total control of the network in your hands. With NetFoundry, you can rise above the 
infrastructure and elevate your network while simplifying and future-proofing your application deployment and cloud connectivity 
strategies.

IT’S AS EASY AS 1-2-3
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